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Objective: The severity of breakthrough cancer pain (BTcP) impacts patients’ quality of

life, increases the risk of anxiety and depression, lowers functional capacities, and may lead

to poor compliance with cancer treatments. The aim of the current study was to assess, in

a real-life setting, patient satisfaction with a fentanyl-pectin-nasal-spray (FPNS) for BTcP

management in head and neck (H&N) cancer patients treated by radiotherapy.

Materials and Methods: This non-interventional, prospective study was conducted in 92

adult H&N-cancer patients undergoing radiotherapy and who started FPNS treatment for

BTcP. Throughout the radiotherapy period, the patients completed self-diaries to assess their

BTcP episodes, FPNS use, satisfaction on FPNS efficiency (primary outcome), tolerability

and ease of use.

Results: Prior to FPNS treatment, 86% of the patients were experiencing ≤4 BTcP episodes/day.

During the radiotherapy period, the BTcP episodes were treated with a median dose of 100µg of

FPNS. Patients were “satisfied/very-satisfied”with the efficiency (73% of assessments), ease of use

(87% of assessments) and tolerability (87% of assessments) of FPNS. In total, 27% of patients

reported at least one adverse event related to FPNS and 4%of patients discontinued treatment due to

adverse events. None of the adverse events were serious. Patient quality of life was maintained

throughout the radiotherapy period.

Conclusion: This study showed, in a real-life setting, that a clear majority of H&N cancer

patients treated with FPNS for BTcP throughout radiotherapy expressed satisfaction with this

analgesic treatment.

Keywords: patient satisfaction, fentanyl nasal spray, breakthrough pain, radiotherapy, head

and neck cancer

Introduction
Pain is a common symptom in cancer patients, contributing to poor physical and

emotional well-being. Its prevalence depends on disease stage and cancer type.1

The use of opioids is the mainstay of analgesic therapy.2 However, despite

a relatively well-controlled baseline pain, the patients can experience pain flares

with a fast time to peak intensity, called breakthrough cancer pain (BTcP).

BTcP is defined as "a transient exacerbation of pain that occurs either sponta-

neously, or in relation to a specific predictable or unpredictable trigger, despite

relatively stable and adequately controlled background pain".

The BTcP is characterized by pain episodes of moderate to severe intensity, with

rapid onset (minutes) and of relatively short duration (median ≈30 minutes) in
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a context of background pain controlled by strong

opioids.3–5 The previous studies have highlighted that the

BTcP is experienced by more than one in two patients with

cancer pain.6

The episodes of BTcP severely impacts patients’ qual-

ity of life, increases the risk of anxiety and depression,

lowers functional capacities,7,8 and may lead to poor com-

pliance with cancer treatments.

BTcP episodes are managed with a specific opioid treat-

ment, self-administered on an “as required” basis. Due to the

rapid onset and short duration of BTcP, the reference treat-

ments in numerous countries are fast-acting fentanyl citrates

(commonly referred to as rapid-onset opioids, ROOs),9–11

with rapid onset of pain relief (5 to 10 minutes) and lasting

for 1 to 2 hours.12–14 However, transmucosal fentanyl was

not mentioned in the most recent recommendations of the

World Health Organization,15 which fall within a worldwide

vision of access and cost of such treatments.

Among the available formulations of fentanyl citrates,

the nasal route of the fentanyl pectin nasal spray (FPNS)

could be advantageous to patients experiencing oral muco-

sitis and xerostomia, nausea, vomiting, and impaired gas-

trointestinal function. The clinical efficacy and favorable

nasal and overall safety profile of FPNS have been pre-

viously demonstrated in cancer patients with BTcP, result-

ing in patients’ satisfaction in an experimental

setting.13,16,17 Nevertheless, overall patient satisfaction in

real-life conditions of use has remained little known,

whereas patient opinions of treatment efficiency, tolerabil-

ity and convenience could impact treatment adherence and

thus help patients maintain their quality of life, as well as

continue their cancer treatment.7,8 As a result, patients

may better comply with usage rules for this self-

administered opioid.

In patients with head and neck (H&N) cancer, pain is

a common condition, present in around 70% of cases, and

up to 50% of patients, experience BTcP.18,19 This cancer

location and the consequences of pain on patients’ nutri-

tional status make pain management crucial. This is par-

ticularly true for those undergoing radiotherapy due to

the risk of oral mucositis, with severe BTcP associated

with swallowing disorders.20 In this context, the

PecDICO study was designed mainly to describe in

a real-life setting overall satisfaction with FPNS (effi-

ciency, tolerability, and convenience) for patients with

H&N cancer, undergoing radiotherapy and treated with

FPNS for BTcP.

Materials and Methods
Study Design
This non-interventional, prospective French study was con-

ducted in patients undergoing radiotherapy for H&N cancer

and receiving FPNS for BTcP as usually prescribed in the

participating centers. Eligible patients were adults patients

(age ≥18 years), with confirmed H&N squamous cell carci-

noma treated either with radiotherapy alone or concurrent

chemotherapy or biotherapy according to common practices

of the centers, with BTcP episodes despite a stable opioid

dose regimen (≥ 60mg/day of oral morphine or an equianal-

gesic dose of any other opioid for ≥1 week) for whom

a treatment decision to initiate FPNS had been made at the

sole initiative of physicians. The recruited patients were

informed on the study and had no objections regarding col-

lection of their personal data. Inclusion and exclusion criteria

of the study were consistent with the European Summary of

Product Characteristics for FPNS (Kyowa Kirin Pharma,

PecFent®).21

The patients’ observation period covered radiotherapy

from FPNS initiation and a six-month follow-up after

completion of the radiotherapy. FPNS prescription, patient

visits, follow-up and data collection were conducted

according to the centers’ local standards and at the radia-

tion oncologists’ discretion. The study was conducted in

compliance with the ethical standards of the 1964 Helsinki

declaration and its later amendments, the deontology

guidelines and Good Epidemiology Practices,22 and the

French regulation on non-interventional studies. The

study protocol was approved by an independent Ethics

Committee.

Assessments
At enrollment (baseline visit), after receiving patients’

consent, radiation oncologists collected the patients’

demographic and clinical characteristics, including cancer

history, nutritional status, comorbidities and history, and

pain management. During the radiotherapy period, clini-

cians collected weekly data on patient health performance

status (Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group, ECOG),

nutritional status, background pain and BTcP management

including FPNS treatment, as well as a full assessment of

the radiotherapy regimen at the end of the period. Patients

used a BTcP diary to complete information about pain

intensity (using a 0–10 rating scale), the number of BTcP

episodes, and FPNS use. Around 3 and 6 months after

radiotherapy completion, the patients attended follow-up
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visits and the response to the cancer treatment was eval-

uated by the clinician.

During the radiotherapy period, as well as during the

follow-up visits at 3 and 6 months, patients assessed weekly

their satisfaction on the efficiency, tolerability, and ease of use

of FPNS in the previous 24 hours, using a 4-point Likert scale

(not satisfied, slightly satisfied, satisfied, very satisfied). At

every study visit, patients estimated their quality of life using

the Brief Pain Inventory (BPI) short-form,23 and the European

Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of

Life Questionnaire (EORTC-QLQ-C30).24

Safety data for adverse events (AEs) potentially related

to FPNS were collected throughout the entire study period.

Statistical Methods
Based on findings from a previous interventional study,25

it was hypothesized that at least 80% of all the weekly

patient satisfaction assessments on treatment efficiency

would be positive during radiotherapy (ie satisfied or

very satisfied). With an absolute precision of 4% and an

associated confidence interval (CI) of 95%, 384 weekly

patient assessments were expected during radiotherapy,26

corresponding to around 100 enrolled patients.

Patient and disease characteristics, background and

breakthrough cancer pain, treatments for cancer and

pain (including FPNS), and patients’ quality of life

were described using standard descriptive statistics. The

proportion of all the patients’ assessments considered as

positive for FPNS efficiency (primary criterion), toler-

ability, and ease of use during the radiotherapy period

was described with its associated 95% CI. After univari-

ate analysis performed on baseline patient, disease, and

BTcP characteristics, as well as on pain management

including FPNS use, a multivariable, stepwise logistic

regression analysis was performed to search for predic-

tive independent factors associated with patient satisfac-

tion regarding FPNS efficacy. Safety data were described

over the study period for AEs potentially related to

FPNS treatment and specific events (mainly misuse or

abuse, and overdose). Missing data were not replaced.

Statistical analyses were performed using SAS® soft-

ware, version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

Results
Patient Disposition
Between November 2014 and June 2016, 93 patients were

included by eight French radiotherapy centers. Of the

enrolled patients, 92 (99%) were retained in the inclusion

population (description of patients, disease, and treatments

at baseline), 84 patients (90%) in the safety population

(description of FPNS tolerability), and 83 patients (89%)

in the efficacy population since they had at least one

follow-up visit (cancer and pain management during fol-

low-up, patient satisfaction and quality of life) (Figure 1).

Patient and Disease Baseline

Characteristics
The demographic and clinical baseline characteristics of the

population are summarized in Table 1. At inclusion, 97% of

patients had dysphagia. Nutritional management was pro-

vided in 82% of patients (oral supplements: 65%, nasogastric

intubation: 15%, and/or gastrostomy: 15%). In addition,

weight loss over 10% was experienced by 22% of patients

within the previous month. The radiotherapy started within

a median time of 4 weeks (range: 0–8) prior to enrollment (ie

before starting the FPNS). Of the 61 patients (66%) who

received chemotherapy for H&N cancer (Table 1), radio-

therapy was concomitant in 80% of them (n=49).

Breakthrough Cancer Pain
Prior to enrollment, the first BTcP episode occurred in

a median of 4 days (range: 0–78) after the start of the

radiotherapy treatment and most patients (86%) experi-

enced ≤4 episodes/day with variable intensity (Table 2).

Most patients (90%) reported “predictable” pain.

At enrollment, the pattern of background cancer pain

treatment was similar in both efficacy and inclusion popu-

lations. During the radiotherapy period, 54% of patients

experienced changes in background opioid treatment.

Nevertheless, the total daily dose of opioids taken by the

75 patients treated both at enrollment and at the end of

radiotherapy showed overall stability between both time-

points (median difference: 0.0 mg, range: −720–990).
The Table 3 details the BTcP characteristics during the

radiotherapy period, as well as the use of FPNS.

Therapeutic Management of Cancer
Themean duration of radiotherapywas 7.1±0.8 weeks and its

median total dose was 70.0 Gy (range: 11.5–70.0) in frac-

tions of 2.0 Gy per day. Two thirds of the patients (63%)

received combined chemotherapy during follow-up (plati-

num-based regimen in 83% of the cases). Radiotherapy was

prematurely discontinued in only one patient (1%). Of the 69

patients (83%) with at least one assessment of response to
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treatment after radiotherapy completion (at the follow-up

visits at 3 and 6months), an overall response (either complete

and/or partial) was observed in 84% of the cases.

Patient Satisfaction with Fentanyl Pectin

Nasal Spray
Patient satisfaction with FPNS was analyzed in those who

completed at least one weekly evaluation after the first

FPNS intake (assessment of efficiency over the previous

24 hours: N=51; on tolerability: N=49; on ease of use:

N=51). On these bases, respectively 80%, 90% and 88% of

patients were “satisfied” or “very satisfied” with the treat-

ment at least once. High rates of satisfaction were also

observed when proportions were calculated on all the

patient assessments: 73% (95% CI 65–81%) for FPNS

efficiency, and 87% (95% CI 81–93%) for both tolerability

and ease of use (Table 4).

Univariate analysis highlighted that patient satisfaction

with FPNS efficiency was associated (p ≤0.1) with the fol-

lowing parameters: pain caused by radiotherapy procedures,

location of H&N cancer in the larynx, and T1/T2 disease

stage at baseline. Based on these three parameters, multi-

variate analysis showed only one baseline parameter was an

independent predictive factor of patient satisfaction: T1/T2

disease stage (odd ratio: 3.46; 95% CI: 1.14–10.52;

p=0.029).

Safety of FPNS
At least one adverse event (AE) potentially related to FPNS

was reported in 21 patients (27%) in the safety population,

and 47 related AEs were reported, all considered not serious

by radiation oncologists (Table 5). The most common

related AE was dizziness (11 events reported in 9 patients,

11%). Five AEs led to treatment discontinuation in 3 patients

(4%): hypotension and dizziness (n=1), nasal intolerance

(n=1), and nausea and dizziness (n=1). Specific events

related to FPNS use were experienced by 4 patients (5%):

2 cases of lack of efficacy, 2 cases of misuse or abuse, and 1

overdose. During follow-up, 9 patients (11%) had died due

to non-related events: disease progression (n=7), refractory

hypoxemia (n=1), and cachexia with septic shock (n=1).

stneitaPdetiurceR
N=93 

Patient excluded from the inclusion population 
(N=1) 

• Skin cancer with lymph node 
involvement (N=1)

noitalupoPnoisulcnI
N=92 

Patient excluded from the safety population 
(N=9) 

• FPNS not taken (N=5) 
• Follow-up not documented (no 

information on FPNS administration) 
(N=4)

noitalupoPytefaS
N=84 

Satisfaction subpopulations 
(at least one patient BTcP assessment under 

FPNS during the radiotherapy period)  

N=57 
• For FPNS efficiency (N=51) 
• For FPNS tolerance (N=49) 
• For FPNS ease of use (N=51) 

 Efficacy Population 
N=83 

Early study withdrawal (N=17) including 
during radiotherapy (N=3) 

• Patient death (N=9) 
• Patient lost to follow-up (N=5) 
• Adverse events (N=3)

noitalupoPdetelpmoC
(M6 post-radiotherapy 

visit) 
N=63 

Figure 1 Study population flowchart.

Abbreviations: M6, month 6; FPNS, fentanyl pectin nasal spray.
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Patient Health Condition and Quality of

Life Over the Study Period
During radiotherapy, the proportion of patients with an

ECOG score ≤2 varied between 81% and 100% depending

on study visits. The proportion of patients with improvement

increased between enrollment and the follow-up visits at 3

months (39%), and 6 months (50%).

During the radiotherapy visits, approximatively 90% of

the patients reported dysphagia and this proportion

decreased to 50% and 43% at the 3-month and 6-month

visits, respectively. At these times (radiotherapy, 3-month

and 6-month visits), 20%, 54% and 68% of patients had no

more specific nutritional management.

Brief Pain Inventory (BPI)

In 47 patients (57%) with assessments at both enrollment

and end of radiotherapy, overall pain intensity slightly

decreased [median score at enrollment according to the

0–10 scale: 4 (range: 1–8); median change: −0.6 (range:

−5.8–4.0)]. In addition, the percentage of improvement in

pain under ongoing treatments increased from 52% to

66%, using a 0–100% scale. However, the impact of pain

on patient quality of life remained broadly stable (baseline

median score: 3, range: 0–10; median change: −0.3; range:

−5.3; 3.9).

Table 1 Patient and Disease Baseline Characteristics – Inclusion

Population (N= 92)

Total (n=92)

Malea, n (%) 73 (80.2)

Age, years

Median (range) 59 (34–81)

Body mass index ≥ 25 kg/m2, n (%) 33 (35.9)

ECOG Performance status ≤ 2a, n (%) 90 (100)

Dysphagia, n (%)

Grade 0 3 (3.3)

Grade 1 19 (20.7)

Grade 2 56 (60.9)

Grade 3 6 (6.5)

Grade 4 8 (8.7)

Time from cancer diagnosisa, months

Median (range) 3.73 (1.8–14.6)

Disease stage (TNM classification)a, n (%)

Stage I 7 (7.8)

Stage II 8 (8.9)

Stage III 18 (20.0)

Stage IV A 43 (47.8)

Stage IV B 6 (6.7)

Stage IV C 2 (2.2)

Other (unknown T, N or M) 6 (6.7)

H&N cancer location, n (%)

Oral cavity 22 (23.9)

Oropharynx 36 (39.1)

Hypopharynx 15 (16.3)

Larynx 13 (14.1)

Nasopharynx 1 (1.1)

Oral cavity and oropharynx 1 (1.1)

Hypopharynx and oropharynx 3 (3.3)

Nasopharynx and oropharynx 1 (1.1)

H&N cancer treatment, n (%)

Radiotherapy 92 (100.0)

Chemotherapy 61 (66.3)

Surgery 27 (29.3)

Targeted therapy 15 (16.3)

Notes: aMissing data: sex (1); ECOG performance status (2); Time to diagnosis at

enrollment (2); Disease stage (2).

Abbreviations: ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; H&N, head and

neck; TNM, tumor, node, metastasis.

Table 2 Breakthrough Cancer Pain Characteristics at

Enrollment – Inclusion Population (N= 92)

Total (n=92)

Time between the first BTcP episode and

enrollment, days

N=92

Median (range) 4.0 (0.0–78.0)

Type of pain, n (%) N=92

Nociceptive 42 (45.6)

Mixed 50 (54.3)

Neuropathic 0 (0.0)

Cause of BTcP, n (%) N=92

Procedural pain 7 (7.6)

Predictable pain 83 (90.2)

Spontaneous pain 28 (30.4)

Patient perception of BTcP intensity in the 24

h before enrollment (0–10 scale)

N=43

Median (range) 5.0 (0.0–10.0)

BTcP intensity

≤4 20 (39.2)

[4–6] 11 (21.6)

[6–10] 20 (39.2)

Patient count of BTcP in the 24 h before

enrollment

N=43

Median (range) 3.0 (0.0–15)

≤4 BTcP episodes 37 (86.0)

Abbreviation: BTcP, breakthrough cancer pain.
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EORTC-QLQ C30

Depending on the domain studied in the questionnaire, 46

or 47 patients (55% or 57%) gave an assessment at both

enrollment and end of radiotherapy. A clinically significant

improvement in functional scores was more frequent than

a worsening for “mood” (40% vs 26%), whereas it was the

opposite for “physical” (40% vs 49%), “activity” (24% vs

33%), and “cognitive” (26% vs 40%). Regarding the

symptom scores, a clinically-significant improvement

was more frequent than a worsening for “pain” (41% vs

26%), “insomnia” (40% vs 17%), and “loss of appetite”

(32% vs 23%) while worsening was more frequently

observed for “nausea and vomiting” (23% vs 34%). At

enrollment, the median score for patient quality of life was

58.3 (range: 16.7; 91.7), using a 0–100 scale; and 61% of

them reported a clinically-significant improvement or sta-

bility at the end of the radiotherapy (46% and 15%,

respectively).

Table 3 Breakthrough Cancer Pain Characteristics and Use of FPNS During Radiotherapy

Initial

Assessmenta
W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 End of Radiotherapy

Investigator Assessments of BTcP (N=83) N=83 N=74 N=55 N=38 N=22 N=10 N=1 N=79

Type of pain, n (%) N=83 N=74 N=54 N=38 N=22 N=10 N=1 N=78

No pain 1 (1.4) 1 (1.9) 1 (2.6) 0 0 0 7 (9.0)

Nociceptive 36 (43.4) 29 (39.2) 18 (33.3) 9 (23.7) 2 (9.1) 1 (10.0) 0 25 (32.1)

Neuropathic 0 0 0 1 (2.6) 1 (4.5) 0 0 1 (1.3)

Mixed 47 (56.6) 44 (59.5) 35 (64.8) 27 (71.1) 19 (86.4) 9 (90.0) 1 (100.0) 45 (57.7)

Causes of BTcP, n (%)b N=83 N=73 N=53 N=37 N=22 N=10 N=1 N=71

Procedural pain 6 (7.2) 3 (4.1) 1 (1.9) 2 (5.4) 2 (9.1) 0 0 2 (2.8)

Predictable pain 75 (90.4) 63 (86.3) 49 (92.5) 33 (89.2 19 (86.4) 10 (100.0) 1 (100.0) 64 (90.1)

Spontaneous pain 23 (27.7) 23 (31.5) 10 (18.9) 8 (21.6) 6 (27.3) 1 (10.0) 0 19 (26.8)

Patient assessments of BTcP

(at least one completed, N=58)

N=50 N=52 N=41 N=29 N=15 N=9 N=3 N=15

Intensity of BTcP episodesd N=48 N=52 N=40 N=29 N=15 N=8 N=3 N=15

Mean (SD) 5.1 (2.3) 4.9 (2.1) 5.1 (1.8) 5.2 (1.9) 5.0 (1.7) 3.4 (2.2) 4.1 (3.4) 4.4 (2.0)

Median (range) 5.0

(0.0–10.0)

5.1

(1.0–9.1)

5.0

(0.0–8.1)

5.4

(1.0–8.3)

5.0

(1.6–8.5)

3.6

(0.6–6.5)

5.3

(0.3–6.8)

4.0

(0.0–8.0)

BTcP intensity by classd, n (%)

≤4 19 39.6%) 17 (32.7%) 9 (22.5%) 11 (37.9%) 4 (26.7%) 6 (75.0%) 1 (33.3%) 9 (60.0%)

[4–6] 11 (22.9%) 18 (34.6%) 19 (47.5%) 10 (34.5%) 8 (53.3%) 0 1 (33.3%) 3 (20.0%)

>7 18 (37.5%) 17 (32.7%) 12 (30.0%) 8 (27.6%) 3 (20.0%) 2 (25.0%) 1 (33.3%) 3 (20.0%)

Number of BTcP episodesd N=48 N=52 N=40 N=29 N=15 N=8 N=3 N=15

Mean (SD) 3.3 (2.9) 3.3 (2.3) 3.2 (1.9) 3.4 (2.1) 3.6 (1.9) 2.2 (1.8) 2.5 (0.9) 2.2 (1.1)

Median (range) 3.0

(0.0–15.0)

3.0

(0.0–11.1)

3.1

(0.0–7.5)

3.3

(0.0–8.3)

3.3

(0.3–6.0)

2.0

(0.1–5.7)

3.0

(1.5–3)

2.0

(0.0–4.0)

Number of BTcP episodes by classd, n (%)

≤4 34 (85.0) 33 (73.3) 24 (66.7) 17 (70.8) 8 (61.5) 6 (85.7) 3 (100.0) 14 (100.0)

>4 6 (15.0) 12 (26.7) 12 (33.3) 7 (29.2) 5 (38.5) 1 (14.3) 0 0

Use of FPNS, n (%) N=74 N=55 N=38 N=22 N=10 N=1 N=79

Yes 70 (94.6) 50 (90.9) 31 (81.6) 20 (90.9) 9 (90.0) 1 (100.0) 60 (75.9)

Not applicablec 0 1 (1.8) 3 (7.9) 2 (9.1) 1 (10.0) 0 9 (11.4)

Dose of FPNS/BTcP episode, µg N=70 N=50 N=31 N=20 N=9 N=1 N=59

Median (range) 100

(100–400)

100

(100–400)

100

(100–400)

100

(100–400)

100

(100–400)

100

(100–800)

Notes: Missing data: type of pain (W2, n=1; end of radiotherapy, n=1), causes of BTcP (W2, n=1), average duration of BTcP episodes (W2, n=1), intensity of BTcP episodes

(Day 1, n=2; W2, n=1; W5, n=1); number of BTcP episodes (Day 1, n=10; W1, n=7; W2, n=5; W3, n=5; W5, n=2; W5, n=2; end of radiotherapy, n=1), dose of FPNS per

BTcP episode (end of radiotherapy, n=1).aInvestigator initial assessment: enrollment visit; patient initial assessment: at first FPNS intake; bMultiple answers possible per

patient; cTreatment discontinued since last visit; dBTcP episodes (treated or not with FPNS) within the last 24 hours.

Abbreviations: BTcP, breakthrough cancer pain; FPNS, fentanyl pectin nasal spray; SD, standard deviation; W, week.
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Discussion
The severity of BTcP impacts patients’ quality of life,

increases the risk of depression and anxiety, and lowers

functional capacities.7,8 FPNS has a rapid onset consistent

with the timeline of BTcP, and incorporates a proprietary

pectin-based gelling agent that reduces drip and run-off.27

This real-world study, conducted in patients undergoing

radiotherapy for H&N cancer, showed high rates of patient

satisfaction regarding the efficiency, tolerability and ease

of use of FPNS during radiotherapy.

Of the 120 patient evaluations of FPNS efficiency

during the 24-hours prior to weekly radiotherapy visits,

73.3% (95% CI: 65.4–81.2) were positive, which was

consistent with findings of a previous clinical trial (70%

of BTcP episodes were considered positive).25 In addition,

80% of treated patients had at least one positive assess-

ment of FPNS efficiency. TNM stage T1-2 was the only

independent predictive factor of patient satisfaction

regarding FPNS efficiency (p=0.029). For tolerability and

ease of use, 90% and 88% of patients respectively were

“satisfied” or “very satisfied” with FPNS at least once, and

87% (95% CI 81–93%) of all the patient assessments were

positive for both parameters. These high rates of satisfac-

tion are consistent with previous findings: in a recent study

conducted in German palliative care centers, FPNS

received a rating of “very good” or “good” for tolerability

from 87% of cancer patients;28 ease of use had a positive

satisfaction evaluation in previous studies in up to 77% of

patients.13,16 All these results were also corroborated by

the small number of FPNS discontinuations due to adverse

events or perceived inefficacity (10%) during the radio-

therapy period. Altogether, these results show the real-life

usefulness of FPNS treatment in a specific cancer patient

population in which pain management is crucial: patients

older than those included in previous interventional studies

on FPNS,13,16 H&N cancer - considered particularly pain-

ful and with consequences on patients’ nutritional status

(22% of patients had weight loss ≥10% within the month

prior to enrollment), disease stage IV (55% of cases),

ongoing radiotherapy leading to frequent oral mucositis

with severe BTcP associated with swallowing disorders

(76% of patients with grade 2–4 dysphagia at enrollment),

and combined chemotherapy (53% of patients). In this

context, BTcP management with FPNS may help patients

to continue their cancer treatment, particularly radiother-

apy (only one premature discontinuation was observed in

the PecDICO study).

In addition, using the 0–100% scale of the BPI, the

percentage of pain improvement with ongoing treatments

increased from 52% before starting FPNS to 66% at the

end of radiotherapy, confirming the real-life efficacy of the

treatment. Nevertheless, the median BPI score for the impact

of pain on patient quality of life remained stable over this

period. This result was consistent with the overall score of the

EORTC QLQ-C30, which only showed a slightly higher

improvement than worsening during radiotherapy (46% vs

Table 4 Patient Satisfaction with Fentanyl Pectin Nasal Spray

During Radiotherapy – Total Weekly Assessments of Patients

for Treated BTcP Episodes in the Previous 24 Hours

Total

Positive assessmenta of FPNS efficacy, n (%) N=120

No 32 (26.7)

Yes 88 (73.3)

95% CI 65.4–81.2

Positive assessmenta of FPNS tolerability, n (%) N=115

No 15 (13.0)

Yes 100 (87.0)

95% CI 80.8–93.1

Positive assessmenta of FPNS ease of use, n (%) N=119

No 15 (12.6)

Yes 104 (87.4)

95% CI 81.4–93.4

Notes: aPositive assessment: patient “satisfied” or “very satisfied” on the weekly

evaluation.

Abbreviations: BTcP, breakthrough cancer pain; CI, Confidence Interval; FPNS,

fentanyl pectin nasal spray.

Table 5 Adverse Events Related to FPNS - Safety Population

(n=84)

Adverse Events Related to FPNS

Number of AEs Patients - N (%)

Any FPNS-related AEs 47 23 (27.4)

Any FPNS-related SAEs 0 0 (0.0)

FPNS-related AEs 47 23 (27.4)

Dizziness 11 9 (11)

Constipation 7 6 (7)

Somnolence 6 6 (7)

Nausea 6 5 (6)

Nasal intolerance 8 4 (5)

Hypotension 3 2 (2)

Vomiting 2 2 (2)

Tremor 1 1 (1)

Headache 1 1 (1)

Insomnia 1 1 (1)

Fatigue 1 1 (1)

Abbreviations: AE, adverse event; FPNS, fentanyl pectin nasal spray; SAE, serious

adverse event.
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39%), suggesting that BTcP management is not enough to

improve quality of life in such patients. That being said, the

overall quality of life of H&N cancer patients was main-

tained under radiotherapy.

Before enrollment, background pain treatment was

based on ER/LA opioids (transdermal fentanyl: 92%) in

combination with IR oral opioids in 40% of patients, with

a daily dosage of at least 60 mg, in agreement with the

definition of controlled background pain as required for

the use of FPNS. Most BTcP episodes were predictable,

with very variable intensity.

FPNS showed an acceptable safety profile, similar to

that observed in previous controlled clinical trials,13,16 and

in a recent German non-interventional study:28 events

related to FPNS were typical of opioids and none of

them were serious. The rate of treatment withdrawal due

to adverse events (6%) was in accordance with the 5%

already reported in a previous clinical trial.13 In addition,

of all the BTcP episodes treated with self-administrated

FPNS in the PecDICO study, only 2 cases of misuse or

abuse, and 1 overdose were reported, confirming that the

treatment may be used safely in cancer outpatients.

The main limitation of this study was related to the

limited number of participating radiotherapy centers (n=8),

and which were not randomly selected, preventing the

study from reflecting the overall practices of French radia-

tion oncologists managing pain related to H&N cancer.

These participating clinicians, practicing throughout

France, belonged to a group of radiation oncologists reg-

ularly prescribing FPNS to treat patients’ BTcP, and agree-

ing in their daily practice with the French regulatory

authorities’ definition of BTcP.11 Consequently, this selec-

tion of clinicians made it possible to circumvent the varied

definitions of BTcP still present at the time of start of the

study. In our study, the stricter BTcP definition applied,

relating to the usual practices of selected radiation oncol-

ogists, should lead to robust efficiency results even if the

downside was a smaller patient population. Another poten-

tial limitation of the PecDICO study was the amount of

missing data during patient follow-up - notably regarding

the completion of BTcP diaries by patients - which may

have led to some reporting bias, as often in real-life

studies, particularly in cancer patients with an advanced

disease stage.

Conclusions
This study, together with previously reported evidence,

tend to show that in H&N cancer patients treated with

strong opioids (at least 60mg per day of oral morphine

equivalent) for background pain, the addition of FPNS for

BTcP treatment may help to maintain their quality of life

and limit radiotherapy discontinuations. The majority of

patients using FNPS throughout radiotherapy were satis-

fied with the efficacy, tolerability and ease of use of the

treatment. FPNS had an acceptable safety profile, with

non-serious events related to FPNS common to typical of

opioids. Furthermore, the self-administration of FPNS was

mainly in agreement with recommendations showing that

cancer outpatients can handle this treatment securely and

safely even in frail patients undergoing radiotherapy for

H&N cancer.

Abbreviations
AE, adverse event; BTcP, breakthrough cancer pain; CI,

Confidence Interval; ECOG, Eastern Cooperative

Oncology Group; ER/LA, extended-release/long-acting;

FPNS, fentanyl pectin nasal spray; H&N, head and neck;

IR, immediate release; ROO, rapid-onset opioids.
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